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Black visual artists have been central to the
development and evolution of perform-

ance art since the medium’s beginnings.
And yet, dominant histories of the art form
have often failed to recognize the contri-
butions of its Black innovators. Rarely, for
example, do such accountings acknowledge
the influential work of pioneering figures like
Benjamin Patterson, the classically trained
double bassist who, as one of the early archi-
tects and disciples of Fluxus, helped redefine
the boundaries of what constitutes art.1 As
Uri McMillan points out, “The Eurocentric
narrativization of performance art elides the
presence of Black artists as historical cocon-
spirators.”2 A notable effect of these elisions,
of course, is the proliferation and reification
of an idea that Black performance art prac-
tices are always already belated and,
indeed, derivative.What the resurgent interest
in restoring Black performance art to its right-
ful place in (art) history in the past few
decades has demonstrated, however, are the
ways that Black artists have long understood
and engaged the power of performance to
imagine new horizons and enact fresh possi-
bilities. Certainly, for many Black visual
artists, performance has served as a vital
means through which to embody and interro-
gate a diverse range of aesthetic, cultural, pol-
itical, and personal concerns.

While the increase in Black performance
studies scholarship in recent years has yielded

abundant evidence that suggests thatBlackper-
formance may, indeed, be “our mist,” less
prevalent still are critical explorations of the
work of Black visual artists who, at times,
employ the body as a central element in their
practices.3 This essay endeavors to intervene
in this gap by sharpening focus on an artist,
Derrick Adams, whose work often sees him
powerfully drawing on and extending the rich
tradition of Black performance-making. Signifi-
cantly, it examines the ways that, in his Com-
municating with Shadows series (2011–13),
the multidisciplinary artist renders and reveals
performance as an especially potent site for
investigating and renegotiating the meanings
and boundaries of Blackness.

I have organized this performative essay
into five “beats,” an expression I deploy here
at once to gesture to the five mini-perform-
ances that constitute Communicating with
Shadows, to call attention to the hip hop sen-
sibilities that inflect Adams’ art-making prac-
tice, and to evoke the sense of the term as it
gets marshaled in training and preparation
for more traditional stage and screen perform-
ances. Within the context of acting for theater
and film, a beat can signal a shift in a charac-
ter’s objectives (what it is they want) and their
circumstances (the conditions influencing
their actions). It can also refer to the breaths,
pauses, or breaks that alter the rhythms of a
character’s thoughts, intentions, or tactics.
Along with marking a change in aims and
pace, my use of beats here is meant to shed
light on the ways that Adams’ performance
work—and, surely, performance art more
generally—resists totalizing interpretations
and, thus, necessitates more fragmentary,
less conclusive, sometimes recursive reading
approaches and strategies.4 Of particular
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interest to me across all five of the essay’s
beats, which necessarily flout temporal linear-
ity, are the ways that Adams surfaces and
engages manifold layers of performance—
embodied and discursive, spectacular and
quotidian—and, in so doing, activates multi-
generational conversations that attest to the
thickness of Black life and experience.

Beat 1

Born in Baltimore,Maryland in 1970 and edu-
cated at the Pratt Institute (BFA) and Columbia
University (MFA), Adams is one of the most
prolific and idiosyncratic artists of his gener-
ation. His ever-growing body of work—
which includes collages, drawings, paintings,
illustrations, sculptures, videos, and textiles,
as well as performances—has been exhibited
at prestigious museums and galleries through-
out the United States and internationally,
including the Studio Museum in Harlem, the
California African American Museum
(CAAM), and the Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA). Reflecting on the breadth of his art-
making practice, Adams notes:

When I’m making work I don’t really think

about being any particular type of artist. I

don’t consider myself a painter, a sculptor,

video or performance artist. I do think that

there are certain ways to communicate

ideas about culture and cultural perspectives

through different types of material like your

body, a piece of paper, or whatever. I’m

not trying to reinvent the wheel. I am really

trying to highlight certain aspects of

culture. The culture that I really think about

is significant and a culture that has been

appropriated by other cultures.5

The culture Adams cites here—Black culture
—has no doubt proven a consistent source
of inspiration and revelation for his art.

As those who traveled to The Proposition,
a tony gallery in New York City’s Lower East
Side neighborhood, in fall 2012 to see
Adams’ Hillman U: A Dream Deferred, A
Dream Fulfilled installation can affirm, the
artist’s work often betrays an interest in pon-
dering and exploring the lushness of Black
popular and expressive cultures, in particu-
lar. Adams filled the compact space with a
collection of handcrafted, wearable art
pieces that he designed with Blackness in
mind.6 The brightly colored, intricately pat-
terned, and richly textured dashikis, polos,
T-shirts, skirts, dresses, shorts, tote bags,
banners, and other accessories Adams put
on display in the “pop-up shop” of wares
revealed the inspiration that he’d found in
expressions and performances of Blackness
from ostensibly bygone times—notably, the
Garveyism of the early twentieth century
and its afterlife in the trendy urban fashions
of clothing labels such as FUBU and Cross
Colours (Figure 1).7 The “Hillman U” logos
Adams affixed to each item and the subtitle
he gave the collection not only offered
additional evidence of the pull of the past
on his artistic process but also brought into
sharp relief the ways that, to echo Margo
Natalie Crawford, Black popular culture
often provokes distinct forms of play with
Blackness.8

Signifying on the name of Hillman College,
the fictitious historically Black institution of
higher learning remembered fondly on The
Cosby Show (1984–92)—both Heathcliff
and Clair Huxtable were alums—and cen-
tered prominently on its spinoff A Different
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World (1987–93), the logos recalled the cul-
tural importance of certain televisual rep-
resentations of Blackness in the 1980s and
’90s, as well as their impact on the fashion
trends of the day. The installation’s subtitle,
“A Dream Deferred, A Dream Fulfilled,” at
once evoked the famous inquiry from Lang-
ston Hughes’ 1951 poem “Harlem”—"What
happens to a dream deferred?”—and the oft-
cited “I Have a Dream” speech Martin
Luther King, Jr. delivered at the March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom in 1963.
These palimpsestic details served to instanti-
ate Adams’ commitments to deconstructing
certain iconic signs of Blackness in the collec-
tion as a way to, as he put it, test for “relevance
and purpose.”9 In defamiliarizing familiar
elements of these popular Black cultural

representations, the installation opened
crucial space to converge the not yet here of
the recent past with the not yet here of Black
art in the twenty-first century, thereby reveal-
ing what Crawford cites as “the circularity of
black aesthetic traditions.”10

The work Adams created for The
Shadows Took Shape, an exhibition pre-
sented at the Studio Museum in Harlem that
focused on the interrelationship between
contemporary art and Afrofuturist aesthetics,
further exampled this latter point.11 Titled
We><Here (2013), the piece, a metallic,
sculptural riff on the large, fire-breathing
prop that the Wizard in Sidney Lumet’s
filmic adaptation of The Wiz (1978) used to
shore up his power and authority among the
common people of Oz, specifically turned

Figure 1: “Derrick Adams, Hillman U (pennants), 2012. Photo courtesy of Derrick Adams.”
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to the history of Black popular culture to grant
spectators an opportunity to visualize and
contemplate Blackness in the future tense
(Figure 2). Powerfully, it also beckoned spec-
tators to reflect on the ways that, as Richard
Iton argues, Black popular culture has long
played a significant role in the making and
remaking of Black politics.12

Beat 2

Adams, I propose, is a virtuoso of reppin’
Blackness in and through his art. In hip hop
culture and discourse, reppin’, a slang short-
ening of the word representing, is generally
invoked to signal a person’s willingness to
boldly stake a claim or take a stand for
someone or something significant to them.

Kermit Campbell describes reppin’ as a cul-
tural practice that “gives ‘authentic’ voice to
the attitude, style, and collective identity of
[one’s] hood and peoples.”13 Importantly,
for Adams, whose art evinces the hip hop gen-
eration’s investments in “referentiality and
reflexivity… appropriation and redefinition,”
representing and re-presenting Blackness in
his work provides opportunities not only to
grapple with the complexities of race and rep-
resentation but also to inspire the refigurations
of cultural politics, norms, and meanings.14

For my purposes here, I offer and consider
reppin’ as a shortening for two additional
terms that are central to Black performance
theory and performance studies more
broadly. The first is repetition, a concept fun-
damental to many definitions of

Figure 2: “Derrick Adams,WE><HERE (2013) (MDF, acrylic paint, sand) 69 × 92 × 45 in.). Photo courtesy of Derrick Adams.”
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performance.15 Within Black performance
and expressive cultures, repetition—
especially when accompanied by revision—
has often served as a vital aesthetic strategy.
This is perhaps best exemplified in the
musical form that emerges from the Black
communities of New Orleans at the turn of
the twentieth century and is now recognized
as one of America’s greatest cultural inven-
tions: jazz. African American dramatists—
Suzan-Lori Parks and August Wilson, among
them—have also embraced repetition and
revision as techniques in their writing,
thereby expanding possibilities for what
Harry J. Elam, Jr. and Douglas A. Jones, Jr.
call “the Black dramaturgical imagination.”16

The other term my use of reppin’ in this
essay is, at times, meant to evoke is repertoire,
particularly as theorized by Diana Taylor.
Working from the premise that Western cul-
tures and epistemologies have often dismissed
embodied practices and ways of knowing as
less important, Taylor argues that the reper-
toire, which “enacts embodied memory” and
includes “performances, gestures, orality,
movement, dance, singing—in short, all
those acts usually thought of as ephemeral,
nonreproducible knowledge,” can offer
insights on events, cultures, and lives not
recorded in the archive.17 In addition to repre-
senting, repeating, and revising aspects of
Blackness, Adams’ work, I suggest, also fre-
quently functions as a kind of repertoire
through which to recuperate and transmit,
among other things, neglected or suppressed
memories, histories, knowledges, and expres-
sivities. In this way, it demonstrates the
capacity of Black performance to reanimate
what Badia Ahad calls the “delicate push-pull

between past and present” while also helping
us “decipher the imperatives of Blackness.”18

It is no doubt Adams’ performance work
that reveals the efficacy of his reppin’most sali-
ently. Exploiting the ways that the Black body
remains, as Valerie Cassel Oliver writes, “a
site of desire and loathing, strength and vulner-
ability,” Adams’ performances often betray a
concern with exploring through presence and
intersubjectivity the questions and conun-
drums that embodiments and enactments of
Blackness often generate.19 Routinely struc-
tured within the works are considerations of
the ways that performances of Blackness are
“capable, sometimes, provisionally, and con-
tingently, of amending dominant discourses
that manage representation and constrain the
lives they organize,” to echo Malik Gaines.20

Notably, for Adams, reppin’ in and through
performance becomes a significant means
through which to activate aesthetic conversa-
tions across temporalities. As he explains in a
2011 roundtable discussion with fellow artists
Terry Adkins, Sherman Fleming, Maren Has-
singer, Steffani Jemison, Lorraine O’Grady,
and Clifford Owens moderated by curator
and art historian Kellie Jones, “I always con-
sider making work to be like having a conver-
sation with another artist of the past.”21 The
series this essay principally explores, Commu-
nicating with Shadows, certainly bears out this
claim. The five short pieces that comprise
the series each witness Adams drawing
on works by earlier performance-makers:
notably, Adrian Piper, Senga Nengudi, David
Hammons, Joseph Beuys, Bruce Nauman,
and Jim Henson. Resonant throughout the
project is Adams’ dedication to harnessing
the possibilities in creating performances that
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lay bare Blackness’ multidimensionality and
fecundity.

In turning attention to the series, my aim is,
in part, to attest to the potency of Adams’
reppin’. To that end, I embrace performance
studies’ commitments to combining thick
description with critical analyses as a way to
situate and illuminate an event’s significance
in the beats that follow.

Beat 3

First presented in Brooklyn over several days
in fall 2011 and later remixed and reactivated
at the Studio Museum in Harlem, Communi-
cating with Shadows features Blackness
looming large. Each of the series’ perform-
ances sees Adams repeating, revising, and
reinterpreting signal elements or moments
from the work of some of performance art’s
earliest and most influential practitioners.
While not all the artists whose work Adams
engages self-identify as Black, its presence is
unquestionable throughout the series.
Indeed, along with Adams’ own confident
embodiments of it, the oversized silhouettes
that serve as the backdrops for the perform-
ances also suggest the potential presence of
Blackness. To create the silhouettes, Adams
turned to documentation of Adrian Piper
(Funk Lessons, 1982–84), Senga Nengudi (in
performance with Inside/Out, 1977), David
Hammons (Bliz-aard Ball Sale, 1983), Joseph
Beuys (I Like America and America Likes Me,
1975), Bruce Nauman (Self-Portrait as a Foun-
tain, 1966–67), and Jim Henson’s (television
performance of Sam and Friends, ca. 1956/
1957) iconic performances, using an old-
fashioned overhead projector to cast enlarged
shadows of representative images from them

onto a blank wall. “I used the silhouetted
image projected on the wall as a backdrop
for the performance as a major element of
the work. I used a traditional overhead projec-
tor—the instrument used for presentations—
which enabled smaller imagery to appear
larger-than-life, through illumination of light
and magnification. I like using basic objects
that have practical function, as they can
also highlight duplicity in meaning,” he
explains in an interview with writer Nico
Wheadon.22 With the larger-than-life silhou-
ettes seemingly keeping watch, Adams meth-
odically proceeded to carry out his reppin’,
performing a number of actions—planned
and improvised—aimed at exploring themes
of influence, inheritance, genealogy, legacy,
and intergenerational exchange.

In the piece that reanimates Hammons’
1983 street performance, which showcased
the Conceptual artist peddling neatly shaped
and placed balls of snow in New York City’s
Cooper Square in the wake of a huge blizzard,
Adams, for example, carts a large cooler, a roll
of paper, and a bag of props that he places in
front of the wall projection (Figure 3). After
laying the paper out on the middle of the
floor, he positions three bags of ice that he
grabs from the cooler on top of it. He then
acquires a mallet from the bag, which he
uses to hammer away at the ice to break it
intomoremanageable chunks. Once he is sat-
isfied with his smashing, he reaches into the
bag again to grab a moisture-wicking,
hooded jacket with several zippered pockets
that he puts on over his otherwise unremark-
able outfit. For several minutes thereafter, he
determinedly fills each of the pockets with
the crushed ice cubes, using gloves and, at
times, a small scoop to assist him.
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Theweight and bulk that the ice adds to the
jacket is not particularly noticeable until, after
he fills the outerwear, Adams rises to position
himself in front of the projected image of
Hammons, where he remains for two or so
beats. The final image of Adams standing in
Hammons’ shadows brings to mind the call-
and-response in the bridge of hip hop artist
André 3000’s colossal hit, “Hey Ya!”:
“What’s cooler than being cool? / Ice
Cold!”23 It also serves to punctuate the per-
formance and to reemphasize the artist’s
resolve to explore the relationship and con-
nections between his practice and those of
earlier performance-makers. “The motivation
behind this series wasmore about my concep-
tual relationship with these particular artists as
their beneficiary—how I view my creative
practice as it relates to what these artists
make, and how they make it,” Adams
explains. “My performance takes place
within the shadow of what they have left for
me to experience, understand, and respond
to,” he goes on to add.24 The piece’s title I
Just Crush a Lot (Hammons), a reference
both to the actions Adams carries out during
the performance and to hip hop artist Big

Pun’s 1998 hit “Still Not a Player,” indicate
a desire to also explore the relationship of
the artist’s practice to the aesthetic sensibil-
ities of the hip hop generation, wherein,
much like reppin’, both “crushin’” and
“crushin’ it” accrued fresh meanings.25

Especially striking about Adams’ engage-
ments with Bliz-aard Ball Sale in I Crush a Lot
(Hammons) are the ways that, in addition to
honoring the significant impact Hammons
has had on the history of twentieth- and
twenty-first-century art and, indeed, opening
up newways of understanding and interpreting
the earlier work, they also serve to spotlight
and revitalize Hammons’ own prowess for
reppin’ Blackness in his practice. Having
come of age as an artist amid the 1960s and
’70s Black freedom struggles, Hammons has
long demonstrated a dedication to producing
work that interrogates Black culture and
experience and their tangles with racism and
the project of white supremacy. As Jones
writes, “Hammons’s work not only comments
on a specifically African American version of
life, it is composed from the material elements
of this experience.”26 Much of the work in
Hammons’ vast oeuvre no doubt examples

Figure 3: “Derrick Adams, I Just Crush A Lot, 2011–13 (digital photograph). Quadriptych, 24 × 36 in. each. From Commu-
nicating with Shadows, performance and photo series. Photo courtesy of Derrick Adams.”
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this—from the body prints he created in the
1960s to the Spade series he made in the
1970s to his African American Flag (1990).
Works like In the Hood (1993), which took
on renewed significance in the wake of
Trayvon Martin’s 2012 killing and is featured
on the cover of Claudia Rankine’s arresting
Citizen: An American Lyric, surely continue
to prompt examinations of the violences and
injustices that Black people regularly endure.
(It also anticipated Adams’ Four in One (The
Same League) (2008), a mixed-media piece
composed of faux brick paneling, hooded
sweatshirts, wood, and glitter that invites
reflection on the ways the hoodie often
renders its Black wearers as targets).

One of the most potent effects of Adams’
reinterpretations of Bliz-aard Ball Sale—a
work that, even as it trades in the ephemeral,
offers up commentary on, among other things,
the collusions of capitalism, white supre-
macy, and the high art world—is its reinvi-
gorations of the radical force of Hammons’
categorically Black art-making practice in
the present. Hammons has been unequivocal
in his disavowals of the tastes, conventions,
assumptions, and prescriptions of the white
art Establishment throughout his career. “The
art audience is the worst audience in the
world. It’s overtly educated, it’s conservative,
it’s out to criticize not to understand, and it
never has any fun… So I refuse to deal with
that audience and I’ll play with the street audi-
ence,” he once declared.27 Present through-
out Hammons work is a commitment to
exploring the power and potential of honing
a practice of Black refusal. In reppin’
Hammons’ reppin’—and, indeed, in situating
himself squarely in the middle of the elder
artist’s shadow—Adams provides a new

vantage from which to probe the possibilities
of such a practice.

While, much like Hammons, Adrian Piper
is often cited as one of the most important
innovators of conceptual and performance
art practices, her relationship to Blackness
has been marked by greater ambivalences;
she, in fact, announced via her website that
she was retiring from being Black in 2012.28

Adams’ channeling of her Funk Lessons
(1982–84) in another short piece in the Com-
municating with Shadows series is, however,
no less impactful in its reppin’. Among her
most well-known works, McMillan directs us
to situate Funk Lessons in a genealogy of
Piper performances that feature the artist’s
“improvisational executions of Black Ameri-
can dances in mundane public spaces.”29

The projected silhouette from the collabora-
tive performance that serves as the backdrop
for Adams’ reinterpretation captures Piper
mid-groove during one of the lessons she
offered to participants on how to embrace
and embody funk. With a track evoking
Bootsy Collins’ 1978 hit “One Nation Under
the Groove” providing a steady beat—the
title of the piece, One Nation Under the
Groove of Instruction (Piper), riffs on the
name of the funk classic—Adams begins car-
rying out the action, strategically placing
sheets of paper with crude drawings of shoe
prints on them that he numbered onto the
floor (Figure 4). A change in music sees the
single silhouette become many, and Adams
hit different dance poses as he steps across
the numbered sheets. The boom box he
carries brings to mind the many urban youth
for whom both funk and hip hop music have
served as important sources of entertainment
and cultural transformation.
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Writing about Funk Lessons, Piper notes that
she, in part, wanted to “restructure people’s
social identities, by making accessible to
them a common medium of communication
—funk music and dance—that has been
largely inaccessible to white culture and has
consequently exacerbated the xenophobic
fear, hostility, and incomprehension that gen-
erally characterize the reaction of whites to
Black popular culture in this society” with the
performance.30 Adams’ short meditation on
the earlier work opens space to consider the
ways other Black pop cultural forms—hip
hop, in particular—have themselves become
“a common medium of communication”
across differences that, to echo E. Patrick
Johnson, serve as “fertile ground on which to
formulate new epistemologies.”31 Powerfully
at play in the piece—and, to be sure, all of
the performances in the Communicating with

Shadows series, even those that do not see-
mingly engage race matters explicitly (at least
not at first blush)—is a demonstration of the
ways that enactments of Blackness can serve
as a means not only to transmit knowledge
but also “to trace traditions and influences,”
as Taylor asserts.32 This is a crucial effect of
Adams’ reppin’.

Beat 4

Many viewers first came to know about and
experience Adams’ Communicating with
Shadows series through the photographic and
video documentation circulated in the after-
math of the performances presented in Brook-
lyn and Harlem. This is worth highlighting
because the series’ shrewd engagements with
the ongoing debates about the relationship
between performance and its documentation

Figure 4: “Derrick Adams,OneNationUnder a Groove of Instruction, 2011–13 (digital photograph). Quadriptych, 24 × 36
in. each. From Communicating with Shadows, performance and photo series. Photo courtesy of Derrick Adams.”
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is among its most intriguing aspects. “Many
scholars have written well about the complex-
ity of the relationship between still photogra-
phy and performance, a relationship in
which issues of artistic power jostle for supre-
macy in both temporal and aesthetic regis-
ters,” Peggy Phelan writes.33 The durability
of mediums such as photography and video
and the ephemerality of live performance,
Phelan goes on to state, have “led some to
think that the performance may be incidental
to the larger aspiration to create a permanent
visual image.”34 The outsized role that pho-
tography and video have often played in the
history of performance art is made quite
literal in the Communicating with Shadows
series. Indeed, Adams’ short performances
are as much a reinterpretation of the photo-
graphic and video evidence of the iconic
works that they channel as they are of the orig-
inal live events.

By strategically entangling the ephemeral
with the durable in Communicating with
Shadows, Adams powerfully opens up space
to interrogate the demands to communicate
the effects of a live event long after its disap-
pearance. He also prompts considerations of
the ways that Black performance might
further complicate the conversations about
performance and its documentation. Yona
Backer speaks to this latter point when,
having noted that many performance artists
have faced the challenge of “extending the
impact of the live art experience,” she
writes: “Such issues have been particularly
charged for Black artists, who found them-
selves marginalized by the established art
world and often had difficulty finding
venues and audiences for their live perform-
ances. Their work received scant art historical

attention and thus risked being left out of the
discourse.”35 To be sure, for many Black
artists, documenting their performance work
has been crucial for confronting and combat-
ing the racism of the art world and larger
society. In placing an emphasis on document-
ing their actions, Black performance-makers
join a host of other Black cultural workers
who have understood the value in strategi-
cally mobilizing mediums such as photogra-
phy and video to, as Leigh Raiford puts it,
“transform national consciousness through
the critique of racial logic, through the asser-
tion of themselves as viewing and acting sub-
jects, not simply objects, and through the
attempt to provide a fitting memorial for
Black lives so viciously cast aside.”36

Performance documentation, needless to
say, generates its ownmeanings and interpret-
ations. While, by design, the digital prints in
Adams’ series are incapable of fully capturing
the intensity, vibrancy, or complexity of the
original live events, they provide yet another
way of understanding and engaging the pro-
ject’s most resonant themes and, indeed, the
potency of its reppin’. They also return to
the present some of the performances’ ener-
gies and personal, cultural, and aesthetic
motivations. Take, for example, the four
digital prints documenting the I Crush a Lot
(Hammons) performance that were displayed
side-by-side in the groundbreaking exhibition
Radical Presence: Black Performance in Con-
temporary Art.37 While each photograph in
the series only captures a single beat of what
was a highly kinetic performance, they never-
theless brim with movement and meaning.
The first image in the series, for example,
shows Adams in profile, mid-walk, carrying
a mallet in his right hand, his body and
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shadow inching toward Hammons’magnified
silhouette, which promises refuge from the
starkness of the white walls that surround it.
Adams’ grip on the mallet suggests strength
and perhaps a desire to strike at creativity.
The artist is confident in his Blackness and,
indeed, his desire to summon the power of
his artistic inspirations. The conversation the
picture stages is not only between the past
and present but also between the iconic and
non-iconic, understood here as what Nicole
Fleetwood defines as “an aesthetic that
resists singularity and completeness in narra-
tive; one that exposes the limitations of its
framing and the temporality and specificity
of the moment documented.”38 The image
and, to be sure, the broader series bid
viewers to perform a particular kind of imagi-
native work—work that invites further con-
sideration of the ways we can continue to
liberate Blackness from the “limitations of its
framing,” to echo Fleetwood.

Beat 5

It is fitting that it was on the HBO television
series Insecure that Adams’ penchant for
reppin’ Blackness went “Hollywood” in the
summer of 2017. In episode 2 of the series’
second season, the show’s central protago-
nist, Issa (played by the co-creator Issa Rae),
attends an event with her three best friends
—Molly (Yvonne Orji), Tiffany (Amanda
Seales), and Kelli (Natasha Rothwell)—at
CAAM, where the exhibition Derrick
Adams: Network is on view. While the
camera follows the quartet ambling about
the museum’s elegant confines, it also cap-
tures some of the saturated mixed-media col-
lages and installations strategically placed

throughout the space. As the promotional
material for it explained, “Images abound of
classic African American television shows
such as Sanford and Son and luminaries
including Oprah Winfrey, Diahann Carroll,
and O.J. Simpson, along with representations
of television monitors with SMPTE (Society for
Motion Picture and Television Engineers)
color bars” in the exhibition.39 Many of the
pieces on view further displayed Adams’
ongoing fascination with examining and,
indeed, critiquing the relationship between
Blackness and its representation in popular
entertainment and media.

Issa and friends become particularly cap-
tivated by Adams’ Pilot #1, a 2014 mixed-
media collage on paper featuring a fragmen-
ted Rudy Huxtable-looking figure made of
bold patterns, shapes, and colors framed by
a vintage television box (Figure 5). The
work becomes the setting for a conversation
among the friends about some of the joys,
pitfalls, and perils of dating as a Black
woman in the twenty-first century. There,
however, is another, less conspicuous con-
versation unfolding simultaneously—one
between the defamiliarized rendering of
one of the most iconic televisual represen-
tations of Black girlhood and the women
characters who she very well could have
grown up to be. At stake in this latter conver-
sation is a consideration of the ways that tel-
evision and other media have too often
served to imprison ideas about Black girl-
hood and womanhood and, concomitantly,
Black female sexuality. Adams’ reppin’
becomes the impetus for additional reppin’
in the scene and on screen. It is reppin’
aimed at liberating Blackness from the anti-
Blackness that so often suffuses the popular
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imaginary. It is reppin’ that demands that
those who bear witness to it desire better,
desire more, desire differently.

Notes

1. For a rich discussion of Patterson’s work,
see: Benjamin Patterson: Born in the State of
FLUX/us, ed. Valerie Cassel Oliver (Houston, TX:
Contemporary Art Museum Houston, 2012). This
essay is greatly indebted to Cassel Oliver’s ground-
breaking curatorial work, which has been instru-
mental in ensuring that many Black visual artists
have received their critical and historical due.

2. Uri McMillan, Embodied Avatars: Genea-
logies of Black Feminist Art and Performance
(New York: New York University Press, 2015), 3.

3. Here, I am riffing on Jon McKenzie’s
suggestion in Perform or Else that we might under-
stand performance as “our mist, our mad atmos-
phere.” See Jon McKenzie, Perform or Else: From
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